Fourteen years ago, optical lattices and holographic tweezers were considered as a revolution, allowing for trapping and manipulating multiple particles at the same time using laser light. Since then, near-field optical forces have aroused tremendous interest as they enable efficient trapping of a wide range of objects, from living cells to atoms, in integrated devices. Yet, handling at will multiple objects using a guided light beam remains a challenging task for current on-chip optical trapping techniques. We demonstrate here on-chip optical trapping of dielectric microbeads and bacteria using one-dimensional optical lattices created by near-field mode beating along a few-mode silicon nanophotonic waveguide. This approach allows not only for trapping a large number of particles in periodic trap arrays with various geometries, but also for manipulating them via diverse transport and repositioning techniques. Near-field mode-beating optical lattices may be readily implemented in lab-on-a-chip devices, addressing numerous scientific fields ranging from bio-analysis to nanoparticle processing.
Introduction
The mechanical action of light on matter was experimentally demonstrated by A. Ashkin in 1970 (1) . His seminal work provided a perfect illustration of how optical forces can help to overcome the Brownian diffusion of particles in solution, by either accelerating or trapping them. These two aspects of optical forces have since inspired numerous and fertile research studies dedicated to optical trapping and manipulation (2) (3) (4) . Recently, near-field optical forces have aroused tremendous interest as they offer unique advantages such as enhanced gradient forces, sub-diffraction limit resolution, and on-chip applications. Efficient trapping, handling, guiding, and sorting of particles, ranging from atoms to living cells, have been already demonstrated in miscellaneous experiments using plasmonic and photonic structures (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
Nevertheless, development of near-field optical tweezers still faces some critical challenges. One of them consists in being able to precisely manipulate a large ensemble of trapped particles, by simultaneously controlling both their collective and singular motions using guided light. While far-field optical tweezers can managed this task using optical lattices, timeshared laser traps, or holographic optical traps (2-3), efficient equivalent techniques are still desired for on-chip optical trapping. Two main approaches have been investigated heretofore (8) . The first one consists in using the light propagating in a waveguide to trap and propel particles as on a conveyor belt (4, 5, (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . However, this strategy usually fails whenever trapped particles' propulsion has to be stopped, requiring more complex and restrictive implementation based on irregular waveguide geometries (17) , microfluidic channel walls (18) , or counter-propagating modes (8, (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . On the other hand, the second approach is based on micro-or nanoscale much localized resonant phenomena, relying either on resonant modes in photonic crystals and cavities (4, 5, 7, 8, (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) or on localized surface plasmon resonances (4, 6, 7, (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) . By concentrating the electromagnetic field intensity in sub-wavelength volumes, this approach allows efficient but rather static optical trapping. Especially, particle manipulation using plasmonic nanotweezers integrated on optical waveguides has not been demonstrated yet (37, 38) .
Therefore, new versatile techniques are needed for being able to directly trap, order, and transport at will large numbers of single objects in a optofluidic lab-on-a-chip. We demonstrate here a flexible, all-optical approach for large scale on-chip multi-particle trapping and manipulation. We first evidence that when two modes with different propagation constants co-propagate in a few-mode silicon waveguide, the resulting near-field mode beating creates a spatial modulation of optical forces, making it possible to generate onedimensional optical lattices with various mode-and wavelength-dependent spatial configurations. Although such a similar approach was already envisaged in few theoretical works dealing with atom trapping (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) and demonstrated with the help of a counter-propagating beam in a hollow-core photonic crystal fibre (45) , it is here experimentally implemented for tweezing microscale and sub-microscale objects such as dielectric particles and bacteria on a photonic chip. Some on-chip manipulation methods based on near-field mode-beating lattices are also illustrated. First, on-demand switching between different trapping configurations is achieved by dynamically controlling the excitation of the different guided modes. Then, we show that tuning the excitation wavelength makes it possible to modify at will the lattice period over hundreds of nanometres. Besides, we demonstrate that a pulling force can be applied to all the trapped particles by gradually decreasing the laser wavelength, the near-field optical lattice acting thus as an on-chip tractor beam. Our experimental results highlight the high degree of modal and spectral tunability of near-field mode-beating optical lattices, paving the way for further development and applications.
Experimental Optical force modulation via near-field mode beating
Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) nanophotonic waveguides allow at the same time for high lateral confinement and low-loss propagation of light at telecommunication wavelengths (46) . Interestingly, light confinement results in strong evanescent fields, and thus in enhanced near-field optical forces (4, 5, 7, 8) . Nanophotonic waveguides also enable modal multiplexing of guided light at the nanoscale by allowing light propagation through a set of orthogonal guided modes with different propagation constants (46) . For instance, rectangular crosssection nanophotonic waveguides are well-known to support both quasi-transverse-electric (TE-like) and quasi-transversemagnetic (TM-like) modes, the number of which depends on the waveguide's width and height (46) . Although orthogonality prevents copropagating modes from interfering with each other, the local phase difference between their evanescent tails causes various near-field light-matter interactions (43, (47) (48) (49) (50) , including optical forces (10) , to be subject to near-field mode-beating phenomena. When two co-propagating guided modes are excited, a periodic spatial modulation of the optical force field appears along the waveguide, with a characteristic beat period (43, 47, 49, 50) :
where refers to the free-space wavelength and , (respectively , ) to the propagation constant (respectively to the effective refractive index) of the two guided modes.
In this work, we consider few-mode SOI waveguides with 510 x 248 nm² rectangular cross-sections, fabricated by standard microelectronics fabrication process. The waveguide's width was chosen in order to maximize the difference in effective index between the three guided modes, particularly between the TE1 mode and each fundamental mode, in order to minimize their beating lengths (see Supplementary Information). As shown in Fig. 1(a) , three guided modes are supported by such waveguides in the 1530-1560 nm wavelength range: the TE0 and TM0 fundamental modes and the first order TE1 longitudinal mode. Three pair combinations can be obtained from these guided modes, leading to three distinct near-field mode beating distributions. For each case, horizontal and vertical cross-sections of the effective near-field intensity (squared modulus of the vectorial sum of all excited modes' evanescent fields) are plotted in Fig.  1(c) . Although near-field beating of the two fundamental modes only results in a slight lateral undulation of the topsurface effective near-field intensity (see Supplementary Information), clear periodic modulation of the effective nearfield intensity appears along the waveguide's side walls (respectively top surface) as the TE1 mode is beating with the TE0 mode (respectively TM0 mode). In the low-perturbation approximation, the effective near-field intensity can be straightforwardly considered as proportional to the trapping potential experienced by Rayleigh particles. As shown in previous work, this hypothesis still holds true for microbeads about one wavelength in diameter (30) . Such patterning of the trapping potential gives birth to periodic arrays of potential wells that can be advantageously used for the practical realization of on-chip optical lattices.
Experimental details
Photonic waveguides were fabricated by standard electronbeam lithography and reactive ion etching process, using SOI wafers with a 248-nm-thick silicon top-layer and 2-µm-thick buried oxide layer. Photonic chips were then cleaved using a manual indent-and-cleaving apparatus. After fabricating a PDMS film on a clean silicon wafer, a thin PDMS spacer was cut, peeled off, and placed on the top surface of a photonic chip. The microfluidic chamber is then filled by depositing a drop of colloidal solution containing green fluorescent polystyrene microbeads (Thermo Scientific Fluoro-max Dyed Green Aqueous Fluorescent Particles) in water or Escherichia Coli (E. Coli) bacteria in API Suspension medium (bioMérieux). Initial colloidal suspensions of polystyrene microbeads and bacteria were diluted in pure water prior to all trapping experiments. A piece of glass coverslip was eventually placed above the chamber in order to seal it while still allowing for the observation of particles' motion using a home-made microscope (28, 30) .
In order to perform all near-field optical trapping experiments, light from a fibered tunable laser source (TUNICS, Yenista Optics) emitting at telecommunication wavelengths was amplified by an erbium-doped fibre amplifier with an output power up to 224 mW in the C-band (wavelengths ranging from 1529 to 1565 nm). A polarization-maintaining optical fibre with a lensed tip was used to couple the laser light into photonic waveguides via the cleaved input facet of the photonic chip, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Considering the different optical losses and the intensity of the transmitted signal measured at the output of the waveguide, the coupling efficiency between the fibre and the silicon waveguide was estimated of the order of 0.1. Excitation of the selected guided modes was achieved by controlling both the polarization of the incoming laser light and the lensed fibre tip's position relatively to the cleaved facet of a 5-µm-large waveguide section by using a 3-axis piezo-stage (51) . Following the 5-μm-large waveguide section, a 500-µm-long linearly tapered waveguide section was then used to couple the light to a fewmode nanophotonic waveguide, as described in Fig. 1(b) . The transmitted light was collected from the cleaved output facet of the photonic chip using a 15X Cassegrain microscope objective and an InGaAs photodiode in order to monitor the coupling and transmission efficiency of waveguides. A homebuilt fluorescence microscope, composed of a long-working distance 50X microscope objective (M Plan APO HR, Mitutoyo), a 12X Navitar UltraZoom-motorized lens tube, and a monochrome CCD camera (Prosilica GC 1290, AVT), was used to observe and record the motion of trapped objects (28, 30) .
Optical trapping analysis
Video of optical trapping experiments were recorded with a frame rate of 24 fps. Particle tracking and optical trapping potential mapping (see Supplementary Information) were performed according to previously published methods (30) . Kymographs were obtained as follow: For each recorded image, few pixel lines showing the array of trapped particles (from 10 to 25 lines, depending on the particles' size, as well as the magnification and illumination conditions) were averaged in order to form a single line of pixels. All averaged pixel lines were then appended one below each other, following the chronological order of the initial image sequence (see Supplementary Movie S1). Please do not adjust margins
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Results

Near-field mode beating optical lattices
By testing the various light coupling conditions described in Fig. 1(c) , it was possible to observe three different trapping regimes. The first one (not shown here), presumably resulting from the predominant propagation of both TE0 and TM0 modes, is characterized by the trapped particles being continuously propelled along the waveguide under the action of the scattering force, as in single excited mode's cases (4). However, as shown in Fig. 2 , the two other trapping regimes correspond to well-defined stable periodic arrangements of trapped particles, either positioned in staggered rows on both side of the waveguide or aligned in a single row above the waveguide's top surface. Not only are these patterns consistent with numerical predictions presented in Fig. 1 , but experimental values of lattice periods reported in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b) are also in good agreement with theoretical values deduced from equation (1) (1.46 μm and 3.27 μm, respectively). Hence, it can be inferred that the former lattice results from the predominant propagation of TE0 and TE1 modes, while the latter arises from the predominant propagation of TM0 and TE0 modes. Although both 500 nm ( Fig. 2(b) ) and 1μm ( Fig. 2(c) ) beads were successfully trapped in the TM0-TE1 lattice configuration, only 500 nm beads ( Fig.  2(a) ) were observed to be trapped in the TE0-TE1 lattice configuration. A possible reason for it lies in the geometrically restricted access to the near-field of the waveguide's side walls due to the substrate's surface. The stability of the optical traps can be observed on kymographs plotted in Fig. 2 , and displaying the time evolution of the trapped particles' location along the waveguide (see Supplementary Movie S1). The TM0-TE1 lattice was found to be particularly efficient, allowing for stable trapping of particles over several minutes (see Supplementary Information). The relatively large period of the TM0-TE1 lattice, compared to the waveguide's width, results in optical traps with an elongated shape, as evidenced by Fig. 3(b) . This explains why, in Fig. 2(b) , several 500 nm beads are sometimes trapped together at the same time in the same potential well. As for the trapping efficiency, values of trap's stiffness as high as 9.6 ± 2.6 fN.nm-1 (lateral stiffness) and 0.85 ± 0.25 fN.nm-1 (longitudinal stiffness) were measured in the case of 500 nm beads, while 1 µm beads were found to experience trap stiffnesses reaching 3.6 ± 1.3 fN.nm-1 (lateral stiffness) and 0.2 ± 0.1 fN.nm-1 (longitudinal stiffness).
To emphasize the miscellaneous potential applications of near-field mode beating lattices, successful trapping of bacteria (E. Coli) was demonstrated using a TM0-TE1 lattice configuration, as can be seen in Fig. 4 . Despite the lower image quality compared to previous experiments with fluorescent microbeads, stable trapping and release of multiple bacterium cells is evidenced on the kymograph shown in Fig. 4 (see Supplementary Movie S1). Although optical forces acting on bacterium cells are expected to differ from forces acting on spherical microbeads, these results proves that near-field mode beating remains a suitable approach for on-chip optical trapping of biological objects as well as particles with nonspherical shapes.
Interestingly, as can be seen in Fig. 2(a) , particles are sometimes observed to jump from one trap to another located downstream. To understand this phenomenon, one should keep in mind that trapped particles are still experiencing propulsive scattering force due to light propagation. In Fig.  3(a) , we schematically review the forces acting on a particle trapped in a TM0-TE1 lattice. The potential well along the vertical axis results from the equilibrium between the attractive optical gradient force and repulsive electrostatic surface interactions (16) . Light propagation also imparts a forward scattering force that tends to propel the particle along the waveguide, while a lateral gradient force maintains the particle centered above the waveguide's top surface (9) . However, near-field mode beating gives rise to an additional modulation of the gradient force, whose intensity and direction periodically vary along the waveguide. As evidenced by our experimental results, the intensity of this gradient force can be high enough to counterbalance the propulsive scattering force. As in the case of standard single-beam optical tweezers, an equilibrium state can thus be reached, allowing for stable three-dimensional optical trapping. The same situation occurs here periodically along the waveguide, leading to the creation of a large number of optical traps.
The stability of the equilibrium described in Fig. 3(a) can nonetheless be perturbed by the arrival of an additional particle. As illustrated by Fig. 5(a) in the case of 1 µm beads trapped in a TM0-TE1 lattice, such a phenomenon induces a cascaded displacement of all particles occupying downstream traps within the lattice (see Supplementary Movie S2). As an incoming particle reaches the first already occupied upstream trap, this newly trapped particle competes with the one previously trapped, driving the system unstable. Because of the asymmetry introduced by the scattering force, the initially trapped particle is ejected from the trap, and propelled downstream. When reaching the next trap, it leads in turn to the ejection of the previously trapped particle, and the same mechanism repeats itself along the waveguide. Although this cascaded process spontaneously occurred in our experiment, one can already envision its implementation in a more advanced microfluidic environment for on-demand singleparticle delivery or logic manipulation of microparticles, as inspired by recent progress in droplet and bubble microfluidics (52).
On-chip optical manipulation techniques
While some additional microfluidic technique could be advantageously used to deterministically control the cascaded Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins displacement process depicted in Fig. 5(a) , we rather explore in this work the unique optical properties of near-field mode beating lattices and their applications to all-optical on-chip manipulation of trapped particles. A first possible way to handle the trapped particles lies in the dynamic control of the guided mode excitation. For instance, repeatedly switching from TM0-TE1 to TE0-TM0 excitation (or to any single mode excitation) makes it possible to alternate between static trapping and propulsion. In practice, modal selection was experimentally achieved by sequentially modifying the lensed fiber tip's position relatively to the waveguide's input facet. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the different light coupling conditions lead to the successive excitation of either TM0-TE1 or TE0-TM0 modes, allowing us to stop (fiber off-centered) and start again (fiber centered) on demand the particle transportation along the waveguide (see Supplementary Movie S2). Fig. 5(b) also illustrates the phase control of the trap position, a technique first demonstrated by Soltani, M. et al. (23) . Here, a π-shift in the TE1 mode excitation was observed when moving the fiber tip from one side to the other side of the waveguide's input facet, leading to a half-period shift of the lattice. Spectral tunability is another interesting feature of nearfield mode beating lattices. Owing to the mode-dependent waveguide dispersion, modifying the laser wavelength affects the effective index difference between excited modes, hence the lattice period. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , this property was experimentally and numerically verified in the case of the TM0-TE1 lattice. From experimental data presented in Fig. 5(d) (see Supplementary Movie S2), it was found that any wavelength shift results in a variation of the lattice period about height time larger, in good agreement with numerical results. Thus, the lattice period can be optically tuned over a few hundred nanometers with a few picometers' theoretical resolution by using a tunable laser source emitting at telecommunication wavelengths with a 1 pm tuning step. As illustrated in Fig. 5 (e), this spectral tunability provides a unique opportunity to manage both positioning and transport of all trapped particles along the waveguide. In the first place, each trap can be displaced with amplitude that depends on the trap's position in the lattice. Considering in first approximation a fixed phase difference between the excited modes at the nanophotonic waveguide's entrance, the m-th trap's displacement is m times larger than a single period's variation. Thus, depending on required specifications, one should consider using either traps located near the waveguide's entrance, which can be positioned with sub-nanometer precision, or traps located farther downstream, which can be displaced over tenths of micrometers. The only physical restriction for the displacements' range lies in propagation losses, especially as regards to the near-cutoff TE1 mode.
Hydrodynamic drag also plays a key role in the particle manipulation process. Indeed, for particles to accurately follow the traps' displacements, care should be taken to handle them gently in order to preserve the trapping equilibrium condition. As demonstrated in Fig. 5(f) , this can be achieved by continuous and slow enough wavelength variations, enabling the practical realization of an on-chip tractor beam (see Supplementary Movie S2). However, the drag force can be advantageously used to reposition the particles in the trap lattice (23) . In Fig. 5(d) , when the initial wavelength is rapidly restored, every particle moves downstream until another nearby trap is reached. This behavior can be well explained by the fact that, as traps are suddenly moved backward along the waveguide, the sum of hydrodynamic drag and optical scattering forces surpasses the moving traps' restoring force. As evidenced here, this effect can be used to manage long range transportation of trapped particles. Besides, it was observed that fast wavelength scanning combined with hydrodynamic damping can even be used to influence the velocity of continuously transported particles (see Supplementary Information).
Conclusions
We have shown in this work how on-chip optical lattices can be obtained from near-field beating of orthogonal guided modes in a few-mode nanophotonic waveguide. The local phase difference between each mode's near-field results in periodic modulation of optical forces in the vicinity of the waveguide. By exciting selected pairs of copropagating modes, we have demonstrated that near-field optical lattices with different geometries and periods can be created. Stable trapping of large ensemble of polystyrene microbeads and bacteria has been achieved with average trap stiffnesses in the fN.nm -1 range, which is comparable to values found in the literature dealing with photonic and plasmonic trapping (23, 29, 30, 33) . Although optical lattices along a waveguide requires a laser power higher than single optical traps in the near-field of resonant photonic or plasmonic nanostructures, this increase should be related to the number of traps created. Compared with previous work on photonic crystal cavities (30), lattices with more than 50 optical traps have been generated by increasing the laser power only by a factor 10 to 20. Besides, significant improvement in the trapping efficiency may be achieved by using optimized photonic modemultiplexing solutions dedicated to the controlled excitation of guided modes. New trapping configurations can be also envisaged in order to decrease the laser power required for stable optical trapping. For instance, pairs of counterpropagating orthogonal modes would certainly help to reduce, or even cancel the scattering force effects. The approach proposed here may be also advantageously combined with previously reported nanophotonic standingwave array trap (23) in order to increase the optical traps' longitudinal stiffness.
The trapping approach proposed here enables on-chip handling of large ensembles of trapped particles by various manipulation techniques. By modifying the mode excitation conditions, on-demand switching between stable trapping and propulsion of particles has been achieved. We have also evidenced how the lattice period can be tuned by controlling the wavelength. Both pushing and pulling forces can be applied to the trapped particles, allowing for all-optical transport and repositioning. Both of these modal and spectral Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins techniques come in addition to already reported phasedifference control (23) and could be advantageously combined with other mechanisms as suggested for cascaded displacement of particles. By making use of such trapping based optical manipulation techniques, simple nanophotonic waveguides can be turned into versatile on-chip conveyor belts, capable of handling particles along nanoscale assembly lines. Implemented in labs-or factories-on-chips, this technology could bridge the gap between nanoscale operations ruled by thermal fluctuations and deterministically planned processes at the micro-or even macroscale.
Eventually, we expect this work to pave the way for further developments in a wide range of scientific fields, with applications ranging from reconfigurable medical lab-on-a-chip applications (8, 11, 23) and even cold-atom physics (39, 41, 43, 44) . It should be also highlighted that, although our work is based on silicon nanophotonic waveguides with rectangular cross-section, design principles described here could be advantageously adapted to other materials and waveguide geometries. For instance, creating near-field optical lattices along silicon nitride waveguides would be of particular interest for biological and visible-light-based applications (8, 24 ).
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